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About This Content
On the morning of February 20, the 11 CD 6 gds CC received the order to attack Ordivka and Bulakhi farmsteads, but did not
accomplish the task, and by evening withdrew to fst.Klyuchevodsk where it was on the defensive until February 20-21. And 83
CD conducted battle for vlg.Borki for two days, positioned on the heights north of the village. But by the evening of February
20 was dislodged from the heights to the north, and entrenched in the forest. The next day, the cavalrymen attacked Borki again,
but were able to capture it only by the morning of February 22. The same day, 11 CD reached fst.Podkopay and fst.Homenki
again, and attacked in the direction of fst.Ordivka and fst.Bulakhi. Units of the SS LSAH division took defense here.

Two operations of 10 turns for each of the parties (fst.Bulakhi, February 23-24, 1943).
Area of over 48 sq.km: farms, windmills and extensive gullies.
Historical organizational structure of units at the time of the offensive.
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Title: Graviteam Tactics: Under the Cruel Star
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
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Graviteam
Publisher:
Graviteam
Franchise:
Graviteam Tactics
Release Date: 9 Jan, 2019
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 8.1 (64-bit only)
Processor: AMD FX-8320/Intel Core i3-4160
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: AMD Radeon 7570/nVidia GeForce GTX 650 1GB
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible
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For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
a minimalistic puzzle game where you have to match 3 or more of the same color or pattern by switching them around
and clear all the tiles. might sound boring or 'not this again' but I found playing it a lot of fun even with several similar
games under my belt, mostly because the visuals are very pleasant and it's really quick and responsive. the game loads
fast, takes you immediately to the current level and moving pieces can be as fast or slow as you want by holding the
mouse button. I really loved this because as you start moving tiles, it reveals which ones will disappear if you finish
turning them, and if I knew what I was doing, moving squares was instantaneous, but if I was experimenting, I could take
it slow.
no timer, no move limit, unlimited undo, and if you quit mid-puzzle, the game saves your progress even though most
puzzles only take a few moves to solve. it doesn't mean the game's easy, though I wouldn't call it too challenging either.
most of the 120+ puzzles will be over fast but there were about half a dozen that made me scratch my head for several
days.
luckily, you can play more than one level at a time here, which I prefer even if they sort of build on each other by
introducing new mechanics from time to time. what's even better is the number of 'active' levels aren't limited to, say, 3,
but if you solve one, it unlocks the next 3, so technically you can unlock all the levels by solving every third. or use the
'unlock all' function in the menu, which took me by surprise, to be honest, but I'm all for providing more options, no
matter if they make the game more or less difficult, as long as they're optional, no problem.
on top of the hand-crafted levels, the game offers 6 randomly generated levels every day, with a neat unique selling point
of providing step-by-step solutions for them the following day. there's also an infinite mode, which ends when there are
no more moves. not really sure what the difference is between relaxed and hard, I usually failed around the same time in
both and didn't get far in either, though I wasn't really concentrating, it was just a way to relax at the end of a session. I'd
recommend holding off on these modes until you get familiar with all the mechanics in the main game (tiles within tiles
and locked tiles), but after that they can provide a few extra hours of entertainment in small doses.
if I had to criticize something, I'd mention the lack of volume sliders, a pet peeve of mine and a common omission in
games like this, and the level select screen could be bigger and could utilize the mouse wheel for scrolling, but it's not a
huge deal. the music's fine and I liked the click-clack sound effects, and there's also windowed mode with a resizable
window and colorblind mode, which I tried out of curiosity and it actually made infinite mode with a lot of tiles within
tiles a bit easier on my eyes.
dissembler quickly became one of my favorite puzzle games, can whole-heartedly recommend it for puzzle enthusiasts
and anybody looking for a relaxing experience. really looking forward to the developer's next project.. Abandonware.. It
doesn't seem to load for me. I was really exited when afterbirth+ came out and i have been saving up for it. A real
dissapointment. Any tips on how to load this game and to keep it from crashing please. It would be a real help.. Hey I
mean if Sakurai doesn't want him then someone will take him. I actually love this game. Story mode is silly and cute and
the gameplay is relaxed and thoughtful. It gives match'em games a new perspective. You mean I can match this one color
by switching around arrows? Sweet! It is a little tricky to get the hang of especially when they start throwing in the
"special" blocks. Once you get it though, you feel smart and improved. I think the little ditty that plays after you break
blocks is really what seals the deal.
If you like match'ems but want something different, this game is worth giving a shot.. Awesome retro shooter. A perfect
introduction to the genre, if you've never played a shoot 'em up before.. Simple but fun modern warfare RTS. Goal is to
capture and hold control points.
+ Simple base building
+ Simple resource management
+ Customization options. Lots of different soldiers, vecicles and helicopters available
- Early access so still a little rough around the edges
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- Base building\/research is oversimplified
- Occational performance issues
- Unit cap is to low, tiny "army"
- No formations
- No multiplayer
I would like some more complexity overall and a greater selection of buildings and research options. It would also be
great if you could enter the battlefield and take control of one of the units as in "Out of ammo". Multiplayer would be
perfect for this game.. I like this game. Definately an early access game, Pretty much just enough to show you what the
interaction with the game you will have. Terminal, check. visual nmap, check. Weird cpu slider thingy, check. Dont get
this as of today(8\/20\/2016) if you want it for content, its purely to support the devs and bring the game to life. I feel
this is going to turn out well.
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WARNING: This DLC is basically just a reskin of the Krone stuff already in game. It looks great and handles fine, but don't
think it's adding anything new to the game. In fact, two of the headers are actually 9m in working width, while the Krone is
10.5m.. Touhou game! That means the best video game music of 2018 is already here and it's all downhill now. Evening Star is
just so goddamn good!. Wonderful and relaxing way to pass the time. Great for folks that ain't got an hour to devote to gaming,
but are simply looking for something to keep their mind busy for a few minutes. Challenging, yet not frustrating. All levels can
be completed rather quickly, but escalating difficulty keeps it interesting.. Same monotone music trough the whole game. Its ok
for the first 5 minutes, but then turn annoying. And there is no way to mute it.
The controls are terrible, and the stuff you aim to hit to ricochet off, also moves abit. So it will take several attempts at near
pixel perfect aim at some levels.
I found level 27 to be the hardest, and thats where I spent the most time.
So about 30-40 minutes to get all the achievements, if you suck like me.. This game does have older graphics but a few perks is
a fast travel map, interesting story and a all around not bad hidden object game. I recommend it to gamers who love hidden
object games. I run a high end system and was still able to play it will no problems except a little bit of graphic pixels at full
window but no too bad.. If your gonna style on the enemy with a 360 bikinibody clash turtle flick then this is the best way to
look rad while doing so.
If you have some spare cash and are dedicated to clash I'd totally recommend this set.. I am so, so, so happy with this. This isn't
just a 'remaster'. It's a superior remake. Everything looks, sounds, and plays great. I played absolutely insane amounts of this
game on PSP, so I consider myself a pretty big fan, and I'm happy. If you want a good version of Lumines on PC, and that's all
you're worried about, take my advice and get it.. I really think you'll like it.
For those of you who are less familiar with the game, I highly recommend that you check it out. It may seem simple or strange
at first, but this game has layers of strategy.. It's taking a while for my skills to come back to full, but I found it amazing how
quickly my instincts started to come back.
To try to put it simply, you'll find that Lumines requires striking a balance between managing your screen area to keep it from
getting too cluttered, but also building stuff up and taking risks in order to set up massive combos... and then being able to play
kind of fast to keep those combos going longer.
The nice thing is that while there probably are 'better' and 'worse' styles of play, most any style will work, especially while you're
learning. You can play slowly and methodically, or fast and furious, or switch between the two. Sometimes adapting your style is
necessary because you'll find yourself on a stage where the clear-bar takes longer to cross the screen, making the screen stay full
longer, but allowing you a longer time to set up tons of clears at once.
Oh, and for anybody wondering, yes the music seems to be the same as the old PSP game from what I can see so far. You'll be
getting "shinin' shinin' shinin' shinin' shinin' shinin'" stuck in your head right at the beginning of the game all over again! And
don't forget to shake yo' body down to the ground!
Very, very, very good remake of Lumines Puzzle Fusion. This is like the one and only falling-matching type of game that really
'clicked' with me, and I'm SO happy to have this finally availible on Steam. (It's out on Switch, too. I'm probably going to buy
that version, too!)
Pros:
-Plays just like I remember.
-Familiar songs.
-Everything looks and sounds upscaled to modern hardware.
-Quality, non-lazy port, bringing this game to new and old players alike!
-Shinin' shinin' shinin' shinin' shinin'....
Cons:
-Uh... it can't wash the dishes.
-It can't fix a marriage (maybe?)
-It won't do your taxes.
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-I need a controller with a better D-pad, but that's not the game's fault... It seems the game is trying to be similar to Monkey
Island, which isn't necessarily a bad thing. Imitation is sometimes considered flattery afterall. But, I will say, sometimes the
dialogue just makes not much sense, while humorous at times, its sometimes a bit flat. Also, the story has some serious holes in
it. Sometimes plot holes can be excused, but these are of the severe type that if you catch them you'll be wondering, "Where did
he come from?" or "How does he know all of this?" And its never explained later on how one of the characters knows what he
knows(which would have been acceptable).
But if you want something quick, and easy and it requires a little bit of brain power (some puzzles are okay, some are a bit...odd,
for lack of a better word) then this game is for you. However, I don't think its worth ten dollars for its length. Perhaps $4.99..
Great, legendary game, but unplayable version. You will have to read a lot of forums, make a lot of tuning, install fixes, etc. And
it's still will barely work.. this game is brilliant would recoment to any one :D
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